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Abstract The impact of the COVID-19 Crisis on museums and galleries has
been paramount, with the sector taking on long-term recovery plans. This
paper examines this crisis in the context of temporary exhibition
programmes of UK museums, studying online content for 21 museums with
exhibitions due to open between March and June 2020. Analysis was
conducted, noting how COVID was considered, how content was presented,
and discussing the emerging themes of access, embodiment, and human
connection. In considering these results in the context of wider digital
heritage literature, several questions are raised in terms of how digital
content is conceptualised, presented, and valued. At a crucial turning point
in the sector, these aspects will need to be considered as museums and
galleries continue to adapt in light of a post-COVID world where practices,
both digital and physical, will undoubtedly shift.
INTRODUCTION
When the COVID-19 pandemic forced 90% of museums and galleries worldwide to close their
doors in March 2020 (UNESCO, 2020), cultural and heritage institutions were left in a difficult
predicament. Despite the immediate loss of up to 80% of income (NEMO, 2020) and the fear of
more long-term economic disruption, museums and galleries nevertheless saw themselves as commu-
nity leaders, bringing people together and, according to John McMahon (2020) of Arts Council
England, ‘providing hope – a means of processing uncertainty and trauma and an outlet for grief for
families kept apart.’ In practical terms, this meant moving resources and services online, and
UNESCO have identified over 800 individual actions by museums and galleries in response to the
pandemic (UNESCO, 2020).
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During this disruption, UK museums and galleries had diverse responses with regards to their
temporary exhibition programmes that were due to open during the period of closure. Identifying
88 temporary exhibitions across the UK, various responses from museums and galleries in the wake
of the pandemic are noted, later focusing on the 21 museums which provided online content of
their planned exhibitions. Analysing presentation style and features, how COVID was discussed,
and themes of access, embodiment, and human connection, the responses highlight discussion
around the value of online exhibitions. Several questions are then posed concerning how museum
digital behaviour may change in the wake of the pandemic, which museums and galleries need to
tackle in the future to ensure their role as cultural institutions bringing communities together is
continued.
BACKGROUND
Since the 2020 lockdown, several organisations have conducted surveys to assess the impact of
COVID-19 on the heritage and cultural sector. Whilst much of the response has focused on the
funding needed to keep the sector afloat, organisations such as UNESCO, the International Council
of Museums (ICOM) and the Network of European Museum Organisations (NEMO) have also docu-
mented the online activities of museums and galleries during the pandemic. This move comes in the
context of both a rise in the level of digitisation of collections and an increase in online offerings of
museums and galleries over a number of decades, which has been extensively documented (e.g. Parry,
2005, 2007, 2010; Wellington & Oliver, 2015; Williams, 1987). Within the very specific context of
the pandemic however, UNESCO (2020) have detailed five types of activities seen in the rapid devel-
opment of online presence for museums. These are:
Use of previously digitised resources.
Digitisation of planned activities during the months of lockdown.
Increased activity on social media.
Special activities created for lockdown.
Professional and scientific activities organised in the context of lockdown.
However, this rapid development did not come ab initio, with UNESCO (2020) commenting
that many of the responses build on ‘investments made before the pandemic’. ICOM (2020) reported
a similar story, with digital communication activities increasing for at least 15% of museums, whilst
NEMO (2020) reported that 58% of museums held the same activities, with 37% increasing activi-
ties, and 23% starting new ones.
This highlights the fact that whilst online content and resources were promoted during
museum closures, as would be expected, it was not all created in direct response to the pandemic.
However, by studying the actions of museums and galleries in relation to their temporary exhibi-
tion programmes in the wake of COVID-19, and thus focusing in on the second type of activity
identified by UNESCO above, we may be able to see a more direct response and immediate
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reaction to new events where online content had not previously been planned. Subsequently,
studying UK museums’ temporary exhibition programmes that were due to open either just before
or during lockdown provides the potential to assess a more direct response of museums to the pan-
demic, with the likelihood that content had not been planned or prepared prior to lockdown. In
analysis, several trends of actions are highlighted, including how COVID is discussed, how con-
tent is presented, and how online exhibitions are conceptualised more generally. Several questions
and discussions subsequently emerge about the role of museums and galleries and the role of both
physical and online exhibitions that the cultural and heritage sector will need to consider in their
uncertain and changing future.
METHOD
In tracking plans for temporary exhibition programmes, we can identify a direct response from
UKmuseums to the halting of their physical activities. Several criteria were implemented in order to
collect a representative sample for analysis. Firstly, a range of exhibitions from across the UK regions
was sought, includingLondon and eight regions ofEngland, aswell as Scotland,Wales, andNorthern
Ireland. Secondly, the exhibition had to be a temporary programme that was due to open in March,
April, May or June 2020. Such a narrow windowwas necessary in order to capture the direct response
to the closure ofmuseums and howmuseums then reacted to changes to their exhibition programmes.
Thirdly, the exhibition subject could not be about COVID-19 or collecting during the pandemic, as
again this does not show thedirect change of previously planned activities affected by lockdown.
With these sampling criteria, several internet searches via Google were conducted to identify
museum websites which were then explored, often on ‘What’s On’ pages, for information on their
temporary exhibition programme. A convenience samplingmethod was used, firstly using a compiled
list of top UK museums by visitor numbers and then searching for museums in various cities and
regions of the UK.1Whilst this means that there is no guarantee that every temporary exhibition was
identified and sampled, it is unlikely that many important examples have been omitted considering
the rigorous searchmethod implemented.
88 temporary exhibitions from UK museums were identified, with a spread across opening
month (Table 1) and UK region (Table 2). The sample was then sorted by response based on the
information provided onmuseumwebsites. Four different actions were identified:
Table 1.
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Statement that the museum is closed, but no additional information given about the temporary exhibition.
Statement that the exhibition is extended.
Statement that the exhibition is postponed.
Statement that the museum is closed, but some form of online content of the exhibition is provided.
Full details of the responses are found in Table 3. Just over half of the samples (53.4%, n = 47)
responded with the first option of closure, and just under a quarter (23.9%, n = 21) provided online
content.
Having identified 21 museums that provided online content for planned exhibitions, a deeper
analysis of this content was undertaken. ‘Content’ was made up of all the text-based content provided
on the temporary exhibition pages, which were then copied into text-editing documents in order to
undertake analysis. All video and audio content was transcribed into text-editing documents, and
images were saved. In the case of exhibitions displayed via virtual reality, the research team explored
the programmes and wrote descriptive commentary of their actions and features of the exhibition.
The full details of the 21 online exhibitions andmuseum names, including URLwhere available,
are provided in Appendix 1: Data Sources. Where a URL is not available, this means that during
compilation of references for this research, the webpage hosting the online exhibition was no longer
Table 2.
Exhibition sample by UK region
Frequency Percent
London 19 21.6
South West 8 9.1
South East 5 5.7
East Midlands 5 5.7
West Midlands 6 6.8
East of England 7 8.0
Yorkshire and the Humber 9 10.2
North East 5 5.7
North West 5 5.7
Wales 6 6.8
Scotland 9 10.2
Northern Ireland 4 4.5
Total 88 100.0
Table 3.
Exhibition response to COVID-19
Frequency Percent
Museum Closed 47 53.4
Extended 4 4.5
Postponed 16 18.2
Online Content 21 23.9
Total 88 100.0
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available, or the content of the online exhibition had been taken down due to the museum reopening.
The data sources have been numbered, and any further quotes or references used in analysis have been
referenced with this number.
RESULTS
In assessing exhibition responses to COVID-19 by opening month (Figure 1), there are several
trends to note. Firstly, with the majority of exhibition programming due to open in March, it can be
seen that there are 26 direct museum closures but also that online content was provided for 12 exhibi-
tions. This suggests that whilst there was an immediate reaction to close and do little else, a number
of museums did not want the work that had gone into the exhibition to go to waste and therefore
translated content into the online sphere, or were already planning to do so. Secondly, there is a slight
spike in postponed exhibitions in May, during a time of lockdown when there was great uncertainty
with regard to how long museums would remain closed, and so some museums took the decision to
postpone their exhibition programme, and wait until the museum reopened to continue as planned.
However, there is also an interesting rise of museums providing online content in the later months of
lockdown of May and June, suggesting that time was used to prepare the transfer of exhibitions
online. Due to sample sizes, there are no trends to note in assessing exhibition responses by UK
region. Further analysis was conducted on the 21 online exhibitions identified, and several trends
Figure 1. Exhibition Response by Opening Month.
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investigated. Features and types of presentation for the online exhibitions were identified, document-
ing the various decisions museums had made in developing their online content. A thematic analysis
further highlighted several themes of presentation, namely: (a) Talking about COVID, (b) Access,
(c) Embodiment and (d)HumanConnection, which are discussed below.
Talking About COVID
Whilst specifically referencing the closure of the museum due to COVID-19, some of the online
exhibitions also talk about the pandemic in a way that reinforces their role as museums providing
community comfort in a time of uncertainty. Twelve exhibitions explicitly state that the museum is
closed, but they often take a mildly optimistic tone, commenting that despite this closure, the exhibi-
tion can still be enjoyed online. For example, the Ashmolean Museum commented that ‘our Young
Rembrandt exhibition is currently closed, but you can still visit virtually’ [1]. Similarly, of the exhibi-
tion due to open at the Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences in Cambridge, it is stated that ‘this has
been postponed and instead has become our first online exhibition’ [11]. It seems that despite the dis-
appointment of closures, these two museums are trying to make the best of the situation. This opti-
mism can be seen further by looking at the words and emotions used in the online exhibition content
to discuss the current situation (Figure 2).
This was performed using QSR NVivo, where words and phrases to describe how the museum
and curators felt were interpreted and coded either positively or negatively. AWordCloud of positive
and optimistic comments was then produced to visualise the kind of comments that had been made.
Whilst words such as ‘sadly,’ ‘unfortunately,’ and ‘gutting’ are used to discuss the museum closures,
there are many more words making light of the situation. Comments like ‘we hope you enjoy the
exhibition’ are frequent, the ‘resilience’ and ‘achievement’ shown in the situation is recognised, and
the closures are seen as an opportunity to be ‘inclusive’ and ‘creative.’
This reinforces the idea that museums see themselves as playing an important community role. It
can be seen through the use of these terms that the museums providing online exhibition content position
themselves as a place of escapism, comfort and hope in an uncertain time. In response to the pandemic,
museums have emphasised their role as comforting cultural institutions, this time in a virtual space.
In a more direct sense, two online exhibitions discussed how their subject matter provided an
opportunity for learning from culture and history in order to better weather the storm of the pan-
demic. In a curator talk fromMadeleine Kennedy at the Guildhall Art Gallery, it is emphasised how
the exhibition The Enchanted Interior provides an ironic yet appropriate parallel to the lockdown.
With the subject of the exhibition being about artwork depicting females entrapped in their homes,
Kennedy commented:
“So given the emphasis that the exhibition had on [. . .] what it’s like to inhabit an enchanted interior [. . .]
there is a kind of extra irony that we can now only see the exhibition online or through the exhibition
catalogue. But in a way, it’s also quite apt that we can only view this exhibition from the homewhen so many
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of its works talk to us about what it’s like when your domestic realm becomes your entire world and you can’t
really have much of a life beyond that space [. . .]. And I was thinking about what these works offer us in this
really difficult time” [5].
Similarly, in an introduction to Lisburn and the Second World War at the Irish Linen Centre, the
Chair of Lisburn Council’s Leisure and Community Development Committee, James Tinsley, com-
mented on the resilience demonstrated during the Second World War, and that ‘history is always
teaching us and I believe this is an important lesson that can help us all get through this pandemic’
[21]. The parallels drawn between the war and the pandemic were particularly strong around the
75thAnniversary of Victory in EuropeDay onMay 8th, where a sense of community spirit and resili-
ence felt in 1945 was reapplied to 2020. This therefore shows us how in talking about COVID, the
online exhibitions reinforced their role as an outlet of hope and community in a general way, and
some used culture and history to guide communities in current times.
Access
One evident positive feature of the online exhibitions is the increased access for audiences who
would not otherwise be able to physically attend, which was highlighted by several museums. For
example, The Hunterian exhibition A Curator’s Choice highlighted that ‘this online version allows
you to enjoy the best of the show from wherever you are’ [19] and the Aberdeen Artists Society
annual exhibitionComing Home recognised that ‘it is an opportunity to reach a wider global audience’
Figure 2. Word Cloud of Positive Terms to Discuss COVID-19.
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[18]. Beyond a larger audience, the lockdown has also provided, according toComing Home, ‘a way of
being more inclusive, thus enabling more artists to be selected’ [18] as well as, according to Compton
Verney’s exhibition Cranach: Artist and Innovator a ‘flowering of curators giving tours of exhibitions’
[2].
Together this suggests that, despite the tragedies of the pandemic, museums have generally trea-
ted the lockdown in an optimistic way, highlighting their role as a place of cultural safety, an ability to
learn from their stories, and a means to reach a wider audience in a more inclusive and accessible way.
In acknowledging this directly in their online exhibition content, the research highlights, first and
foremost, an awareness of the role of cultural institutions in society. With more detailed exploration
into how this online exhibition content is presented, several themes, issues and questions emerge that
seek to realign and redefine this societal role in the future.
Presentation
The 21 museums that provided online content for their exhibitions did so in a variety of ways.
Firstly, there were variations in the use of different features to communicate exhibition subject mat-
ter. Nearly all presented content on their own museum websites or on linked microsites, but three
exhibitions were presented on social media, namely Florence Nightingale: Health in the Home at Pick-
ford’s House, Derby [8] and Into the Blue at Tenby Museum, Pembrokeshire [17], who both hosted
video content on YouTube, andTheMaguire Story at Enniskillen Castle, Northern Ireland [20], who
hosted content on Facebook.Whilst many other exhibitions did use video, these were embedded into
websites and not provided as an external YouTube link.
Of the eighteen museums hosting content on their own websites, all of them used text content
and image content, fourteen used video content, and four utilised audio content, such as a podcast.
Beyond these features, the overall layout and navigation of the online exhibitions were varied, with
content presented in both linear and non-linear ways. Exhibitions like Young Rembrandt at the Ash-
molean [1] had a simple one page layout, in which the visitor could scroll down to view content and
watch videos. Whilst some navigation between sections of the exhibition was provided (e.g. ‘click to
go back to the start of Part 1’) there was little freedom of navigation for the visitor and a structured
order of content was presented. In a similar way, some exhibitions had a linear presentation of click
through pages, rather than the ability to scroll down on a single page. This was evidenced at Saffron
WaldenMuseum’s exhibition All Fired Up! AHistory of Firefighting in Essex [12]. Again, content was
rigidly structured with little freedom for the visitor to navigate out of order.
Some exhibitions took a less linear approach, with a ‘hub and spoke’ model of presentation con-
sisting of a central page with smaller branches of content. Exhibitions such as Skyscape at Worcester
Museum [9],Hitchens: Aspects of Landscape at Southampton [7], Coming Home at Aberdeen Art Gal-
lery [18] andDegrees of Truth at the Sir John Soanes Museum [3] all presented their content using a
‘hub’ holding page with links to various ‘rooms’, ‘galleries’ or ‘floors’ that the visitor could click on to
explore. This was amore free-flowing approach, with visitorsmoving back and forth to access content
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from the main page of the exhibition. Then, at the other the end of the spectrum, were those exhibi-
tions that provided full visitor control throughVirtual Reality 360˚ tours of the exhibition space. This
was selected for Blitzed at Nuneaton Museum [10], and for Becoming Vanderbilt at The Breakers,
Newport [16]. With full freedom of visitor movement and an ability to click on both objects and text
panels to gain more information, the Virtual Reality tours presented content in its closest form to the
corresponding physical exhibition that had been planned. It is interesting to note that these two exhi-
bitions opened inMay and June respectively, suggesting that it was possible for the content to be pro-
duced in this way because of the time allowance themuseums had to prepare it.
Overall, the online exhibitions analysed used a variety of different methods and media to present
their online content, which gave visitors a range of flexibility and freedom to explore the exhibitions.
In noting this, there are three further questions to consider. Firstly, how reactive were these exhibi-
tions in response to the pandemic, or is it feasible that such online content had been planned before
museums were forced to close? The digital heritage sphere has grown over the last few decades
(Wellington &Oliver, 2015) and so it is likely that at least some of the online exhibition content had
been planned prior to COVID-19, considering not all museum activities during lockdown were new
(NEMO, 2020). However, there are some suggestions that if not all of the content was unplanned, at
least some of it was. For example,Dawn of theWonder Chicken at the Sedgwick noted that:
“The museum planned to open a temporary display to coincide with the publication of this work in theMarch
2020 issue of the journalNature.This has been postponed and instead has become our first online exhibition”.
[11]
This comment suggests that the online content was not previously planned prior to the museum
closure. Similarly, ComptonVerney’s video tour ofCranach: Artist and Innovator stated that ‘This is a
virtual tour of the exhibition we created. . . While it’s nothing like seeing the exhibition in person,
until we can, I thought I’d share some of the highlights with you’ [2] suggesting that the physical
exhibition was their main intention. However, with the impact of the pandemic becoming apparent,
it is likely that such online considerations will need to bemademore frequently in future and that cre-
atively agile museums will be successful in making these sharp transitions.
This leads to a second question as to how decisions about presentation are made, but assessments
of the final product of the online exhibition in research permit few insights into the decision-making
process of such developments. Discussions of online exhibitions at Gloucester Museum (Taylor-
Jones, 2020), Victoria Gallery and Museum Liverpool (Euston, 2020) and the Royal Armouries
Leeds (Ward, 2020) suggest that presentation choices made were ad hoc, or driven by available staff
skills. AsNigel Taylor-Jones (2020) wrote for Gloucester,
“Luckily, there is a great marketing team in the museumwho are very comfortable with social media
platforms, and they provided me with all the support I needed to develop virtual tours of the museum that
could be shared on Facebook and Twitter during our closure.”
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Similarly, Nicola Euston (2020) of Victoria Gallery and Museum advised sector colleagues to
‘find out what skills your team have and provide opportunities to utilise these skills.’
The third question raised concerns the effectiveness of such presentation choices. With little
audience testing conducted for the various presentation styles, it is difficult to make any judgements
on what works best in this context. The ‘hub and spoke’ model and the virtual reality model may pro-
vide embodiment and an essence of the museum online, differentiating the exhibitions from other
websites. In an online age where information is readily accessible, it is important to question what
makes onlinemuseum offerings unique, when information is available fromwebsites such asWikipe-
dia. If the uniqueness of physical exhibitions is to provide learning experiences rather than just infor-
mation, an online offering which captures a sense of experience, such as in the virtual reality tour, is
perhaps best to uphold such a role.
However, whilst these presentation methods will need to undergo further research in the future
to assess their effectiveness, this current analysis has identified some common themes that consider
the deeper conceptualisation of online exhibitions.
Embodiment
Perhaps the largest theme to emerge from the study is that of the embodiment of the online exhi-
bitions. Museums have made a significant attempt to make the online exhibition experience more
than just browsing a website. Firstly, fourteen of the twenty-one online exhibition use either the
terms ‘visit,’ ‘explore’ or ‘enter’ to describe viewing the exhibition content. This is important: instead
of simply being a ‘viewer’, visitors are given a sense of movement and an active journey through the
use of these terms, as if they are going somewhere when they enter the exhibition pages. There is a
sense of physicality to it, in that visitors are not simply sat at computers reading about the exhibition
but have been transported to themuseum, albeit virtually, when they ‘visit’, ‘explore’ or ‘enter’.
This is further emphasised by the organisation of content into ‘rooms’ or galleries’, which is done
by eight of the exhibitions, especially those using the ‘hub and spoke’ model of presentation. Simi-
larly, sixteen exhibitions made reference to their physical museum counterpart in some way, either
through virtual reality tours, video tours of the gallery, or simply photos of artwork in the gallery. This
is important, because it clearly embeds the digital exhibition within the physical exhibition and seeks
to provide a digital experience that is comparable to the physical experience that visitors would have
got if not for the lockdown. There is a clear effort to make the digital exhibition experience more than
just scrolling down a page, which in turn raises considerations on what an online exhibition is, and
should be.
The concept of embodiment has been explored extensively in previous research on digital her-
itage. Several researchers have theoretically explored embodiment as the conscious experience of bod-
ily aspects (Johnson 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999) and an engagement that makes our world
meaningful (Dourish 2001). Considering this therefore, Rahaman (2018) argued that digital her-
itage embodiment includes active participation, task accomplishment, and practical action and
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feedback from end-users. Similarly, Kenderdine (2015) discussed the embodiment of digital heritage
through five ‘bodies’ (Johnson, 2007): the biological, phenomenological, ecological, cultural, and
social, which creates an immersive, interactive experience where bodily experience joins together the
past and the present. Assessing the COVID content against this previous research, it is evident that
the online exhibitions largely do not conform to these recommendations, with only a few examples of
interactivity available. Largely, the exhibitions consist of clicking, scrolling, and watching videos.
However, with the prevalent use of the embodied language as discussed above, it is clear that muse-
ums are trying to create a sense of presence and place (Hall 1969, Slater 1999; Tuan 2001) and are try-
ing to transport online visitors from their homes back into museums. Phenomenological
embodiment (Johnson 2007, Kenderdine, 2015) thus plays an important role.
Human Connection
It is also evident in online exhibition content that there is a heightened prominence of curators,
artists, and researchers. In the Ashmolean’s Young Rembrandt exhibition [1], curator An Van Camp
gives an introductory video tour of the exhibition, and similarly the curator of Compton Verney’s
Cranach: Artist and Innovator [2] holds a podcast interview discussing the exhibition with the con-
temporary artists it features. In the Health in the Home exhibition at Pickford’s House [8], curator
Lucy Bamford discusses some of the exhibition objects in a YouTube video, and forDawn of theWon-
der Chicken at the Sedgwick [11], great attention is placed on the research team who made such dis-
coveries, with photographs of the researchers included in the exhibition. In the context of lockdown,
where human connection is limited, such emphases are important.
Similarly, there are also direct calls for audience engagement in the exhibition specifically and
with the museum at large. ForHealth in the Home the museum commented ‘as part of a public call out,
we’re asking What Do You Do to Be Well?’ [8], demonstrating again the community and engagement
role that museums play. Similarly, several exhibitions have directed visitors to their social media con-
tent, with the Irish Linen Centre asking their audience to ‘please share the exhibition with friends and
family, and make sure you tour our #VirtualMuseum’ [21], whilst Compton Verney commented ‘please
remember, although we’re not open physically at the moment, we are open virtually, so do visit our website
and our social media channels, we’d love to hear from you’ [2]. This social media practice is widespread,
with ICOM (2020) stating that over half of museums they surveyed had increased their social media
activities.
DISCUSSION
The themes of access, embodiment, and human connection identified in the exhibition content,
lead to more fundamental questions about what online exhibitions are, and should be, conceptualised
as. It leads to a question of the value of exhibitions, both online and physical, and we must ask
whether there is a trade-off happening here. Despite the efforts to embed the digital within the
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physical, making clear references to the gallery space, it is fairly evident that an online exhibition does
not provide the same social and embodied experience as the physical museum. There is no travel to
get there, no welcome from amember of staff, no opportunities to discuss the exhibition with another
visitor, and no opportunity to grab a coffee or browse the gift shop afterwards. There is an evident
lack of this social embodiment of a museum visit in an online space. Tomake up for such losses there-
fore, we can see an emphasis placed on access and human connection. It is possible to visit exhibitions
in places you could not normally visit, especially those in different countries, from the comfort of your
own home. Furthermore, content is often presented with links to further information from archives
and digitised collections, such as at Compton Verney. There are also comments on behind-the-sce-
nes insights, with previously unseen collections being used in Blitzed at Nuneaton [10] andHealth in
the Home at Pickford’s House [8], and curator Madeleine Kennedy giving a talk about how The
Enchanted Interior exhibition evolved over several years at The Guildhall [5]. This suggests that in
the absence of a physical museum, online exhibitions are attempting to provide visitors with some-
thing exclusive that they would not normally receive from a visit.
This leads to the question as to what is truly meant by our digital practices and what online exhi-
bitions are. The content presented during the pandemic demonstrates that online exhibitions are very
much tied to their physical counterparts. This may be a good thing, in attempting to provide that
sense of embodiment and physical experiences that museum buildings provide, but with a distinct
lack of a comparable experience, is it right that we tie digital practices to physical ones? Writing for
Frame, a media brand for interior-design professionals, Peter Maxwell (2020) commented that
‘clicking through to a page of thumbnails that simply link to hi-res artwork images doesn’t feel like an
event’, thus demonstrating some of the problems of the digital exhibition experience.With the long-
evity of the pandemic becoming more apparent at the time of writing, digital offerings of exhibitions
are likely to become more important for visitor engagement, and thus may need more attention and
thought in their development. Anna Ward (2020) of the Royal Armouries commented that in turn-
ing a physical exhibition into a digital one, ‘we found that we were able to use the original theming
and interpretation hierarchy devised for the physical exhibition to propose our shape for our online
offer,’ highlighting how the online exhibition is guided from the physical exhibition. The use of the
physical gallery in many photographs and videos of online content, as discussed above, also suggests
that the exhibitions studied were largely developed as physical entities first. In contrast, NicoleMee-
han (2020) argued for such a rethink of the calibration of digital museum objects, arguing that instead
of tying them to their physical counterparts, we should empower them with full value and agency to
democratise collecting and interpretation practices. The same could be said for exhibitions, where
online manifestations are not simply a second form of a physical exhibition, but instead an exhibition
in their own right offering something unique yet equally valuable to museum visitors.
The debate about the relationship between physical and virtual museums has long been discussed
within the realm of digital heritage. Beginning with Malraux’s notion of a ‘museum without walls’
(1947), research and debates have centred on how physical museums should relate to digital ones.
‘Can a virtual museummerely be a replica of the physical one, or should it be something radically dif-
ferent?’ asked Huhtamo (2010), with Battro (2010) arguing that the virtual museum had developed
beyond its physical counterpart into a different type of museum visit. Alternatively, some research
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focuses on the complementary relationship of virtual and physical museums, such as Bandelli (2010)
who considered the overlap of virtual and physical content, and Galani and Chalmers (2010) who
explored social museum visits between both local and remote visitors. What is apparent from this
research is that whilst virtual and physical spaces do have uniqueness from each other, they are never-
theless complementary andmutually supportive.
In considering the COVID online exhibitions, there exists only the virtual museum. Visitors can
only visit remotely, they do not have a choice to visit in person. In removing access to the physical
museum, it is interesting therefore that the digital exhibitions nevertheless still tie themselves to their
physical counterparts. Despite having some unique features as discussed above, it is clear that muse-
ums still wish to hold on to the physical–virtual overlap. This decision may have been guided by time
and resource constraints, and that using gallery photos was the best that could be done given the cir-
cumstances, but it is still interesting that, given this rare opportunity, there was not a detailed explo-
ration of the virtual museum in its own right. This may be a direction of future research in the post-
pandemic world.
It is evident that more work needs to be done to truly understand how digital exhibitions work
for audiences. Audience research and evaluation has long been common for physical exhibitions, but
it is far from widespread for online ones. There are a number of examples of research, such as Ken-
derdine’s I Sho U tool for evaluating the embodied experience (2017); Lin and Gregor’s development
of guidelines for learning websites (2006); Rahaman’s framework for digital heritage interpretation
(2018); and studies for assessing museumwebsites (Marty, 2008;Walsh et al., 2020). However, none
of these focus on online exhibitions as this work has done. As discussed above, different museums
have presented online exhibitions in different ways, but it remains to be seen which of these are most
effective in engaging visitors in the informal learning experience that museums often seek. Whilst
40% of museums have noticed an increase in online visits (NEMO, 2020) and with the Royal
Armouries online exhibition citing that 65% of visitors to their website were new (Ward, 2020), this
does not necessarily equate to a measurement of the impact of presentation methods used. Therefore,
more evaluation of these practices is needed in future to better understand online museum visitor
behaviour (Skov and Ingwerson 2014). Organisations like MuseumNext have questioned what
online exhibitions are providing to visitors, with Maria Ciaccheri (2020) arguing for the importance
to ‘calibrate [online content] to meet human needs.’ Ciaccheri commented on the need to clearly
define objectives of content, provide a variety of different learning approaches, and adhere to univer-
sal design principles. Similarly, in a study of over 100 Italian state museums that provided online con-
tent during their closure, Agostino et al. (2020) identified three main dilemmas of online delivery.
These were (a) user engagement, which questions both what users and museums want from online
content; (b) how much control and autonomy a visitor should have during their online visit; and (c)
whether online tours should be free. Therefore, if such digital services are to continue, these consider-
ations need to be addressed to ensure that online exhibitions understand and work for their audiences
to the same level that physical exhibitions do.
However, whilst it is important for these improvements to be made in a more long-term delivery
of online content, this does not mean to say that the digital exhibitions presented during the COVID
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crisis were of no value. Organisations like Arts Council England have praised cultural organisa-
tions in their role in society of ‘staying connected through our sharing of creativity and culture’
(Henley, 2020a) which has been described as ‘profound’ (McMahon, 2020) thus demonstrating
the important value of the online content produced during the lockdown. This is particularly
impressive when considering the level of resource museums were operating with during the pan-
demic. NEMO (2020) reported that income losses were up to 75–80%, and with the Cultural
Recovery Fund of £1.57 bn from the UK Government announced, it is evident that museums
were, and still are, facing serious financial difficulties. Staff resource was also impacted, with
many museums using the furlough scheme, but also with a third of museums worldwide being
forced to reduce their staff (ICOM, 2020). Therefore, when considering the online exhibitions,
it is important to analyse them in the context of this limited financial and personnel resource.
The fact that such sophisticated presentation of online content was developed in a short space of
time is inspiring, particularly since in many cases it successfully expressed the key themes of con-
nection, embodiment and access.
With the growing realisation that ‘none of us will be returning to the pre-pandemic world’ and
so ‘our sector will need to change’ (Henley, 2020b), this is a ‘time to think about how a new vision for
the museum sector might emerge’ (Fraser, 2020a). Therefore, the sector must consider several issues
when developing more long-term online content. However, with the problems of financial resource
set to continue this will not be an easy task. Evidence of these changes can already been seen in rela-
tion to staff activity and priorities, withNEMO (2020) reporting that 30% ofmuseums have changed
staff tasks to provide services online. Despite this, there are concerns that staff teams are not fully
equipped to handle such monumental changes, as evidenced by National Lottery Heritage Fund’s
survey on Digital Skills for Heritage. In asking what skills and areas of digital technology organisa-
tions would like to explore, eight categories of activity emerged, including marketing and communi-
cations; creating content; and developing a digital strategy (Fraser, 2020b). This highlights the
practical challenge of enabling the rise of digital content for museums, which will be difficult for the
sector in such a stretched resource environment.
Alongside these practicalities, as this research evidences, there are also some conceptual chal-
lenges that organisations need to face. Whilst the content produced had great value in its time and
place, this is now an opportunity, with a great sense of change emerging in the sector, to step back,
reflect on, and take stock of online practices. If more attention is to be paid to online content and
exhibitions, then these fundamental questions need to be considered to ensure institutions can con-
tinue to serve their audiences. These questions include: what is the value of the online exhibition?
What should it do and not do? How is it different to a physical exhibition? How do audiences behave
in online spaces? What do they expect? Future research into this area, evaluating how online exhibi-
tions serve audiences, is thus needed. Only by refocusing attention and properly addressing these
questions for both themselves and their audiences can museums continue to serve their vital role in
their communities and society, both in physical spaces and in the digital sphere.
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CONCLUSION
COVID-19 closures disrupted UK museum temporary exhibition programmes extensively, and
institutions responded in a variety of ways, as evidenced by the 88 exhibitions that were due to open
between March and June 2020. Despite the majority of museums either closing, extending, or post-
poning exhibitions, 21 exhibitions were identified as providing some form of online content.
Through a detailed study of this content, it was evidenced how the pandemic was discussed in a
slightly optimistic tone, with museums recognising their role in communities of providing hope and
escapism in a time of uncertainty. The online exhibitions were presented in a variety of different ways
using text, images, video, audio, and social media, and ranged from linear presentation which gave
visitors little capacity to navigate freely, to the full freedom of a Virtual Reality tour. Themes of
embodiment were identified, with frequent references made to the physical museum space, and there
was a heightened sense of human connection through the visibility of curators, artists and researchers.
Community engagement was also encouraged through social media use. These themes posed further
questions of the value, role and identity of online exhibitions that was important to consider as muse-
ums continue such activities in the long term. Embedding this research within the wider literature
concerning digital heritage, it is evident that the COVID crisis has been a pivotal moment for muse-
ums and the heritage sector more generally, having accelerated need and heightened the attention for
relevant and meaningful digital practice. With this rising atmosphere of change on the horizon, it is
important that museums consider such conceptual issues and evaluate audience needs rigorously
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APPENDIX 1. DATA SOURCES
The below numbers are cited in text within “[ ]”.
1. Young Rembrandt, AshmoleanMuseum, https://www.ashmolean.org/youngrembrandtonline
2. Cranach: Artist and Innovator:ComptonVerney Art Gallery and Park, https://www.comp
tonverney.org.uk/cranach-artist-innovator/
3. Langlands and Bell: Degrees of Truth, Sir John SoanesMuseum, https://www.soane.org/wha
ts-on/exhibitions/langlands-bell-degrees-truth
4. Edmund deWaal: Library of Exile, BritishMuseum, https://libraryofexile.infoteca.it/start
5. The Enchanted Interior, Guildhall Art Gallery
6. 50 Years of theMacrobert Award, Science andMediaMuseum, https://www.scienceandmedia
museum.org.uk/whats-on/50-years-macrobert-award-engineering-innovation
7. JohnHitchens: Aspects of Landscape, SouthamptonArt Gallery, https://www.southamptoncitya
rtgallery.com/whats-on/john-hitchens/
8. Florence Nightingale: Health in the Home,Pickford’s House, https://www.derbymuseums.org/
whats-on/florence-nightingale-health-in-the-home
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9. Skyscape,Worcester Art Gallery, https://www.museumsworcestershire.org.uk/avada_portf
olio/skyscape/
10. Blitzed, NuneatonMuseum
11. Dawn of theWonder Chicken, SedgwickMuseum of Earth Sciences, https://wserv4.esc.cam.ac.
uk/online-exhibitions/index.php/Wonderchicken/dawn-of-the-wonderchicken-2/
12. All Fired Up: AHistory of Fire Fighting in Essex, SaffronWaldenMuseum, http://www.saff
ronwaldenmuseum.org/ followWhat’s On > Current Exhibition
13. Florence Nightingale Bicentenary: Inspiration to Genius,LothertonMuseum, https://museumsa
ndgalleries.leeds.gov.uk/virtual-visit/florence-nightingale-online-exhibition/
14. Making Japan: Art, Culture, Life, LothertonMuseum, https://museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.
uk/virtual-visit/making-japan-online-exhibition/
15. Below the Salt, Temple Newsam, https://museumsandgalleries.leeds.gov.uk/virtual-visit/be
low-the-salt/?occurrence=2020-04-04
16. Becoming Vanderbilt, The Breakers, https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=Tge8ZGmYYro
17. Into the Blue, TenbyMuseum, http://www.tenbymuseum.org.uk/a-shop/
18. Aberdeen Artists Society: Coming Home,AberdeenArtMuseums
19. ACurator’s Choice, TheHunterian, https://www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/visit/exhibitions/virtua
lexhibitions/acuratorschoice
20. TheMaguire Story, Enniskillen CastleMuseum
21. Lisburn and the SecondWorldWar, Irish Linen Centre, https://www.lisburnmuseum.com/vir
tual-museum/ve75-lisburn-and-the-second-world-war/
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